1. Background {#sec145813}
=============

Complex regional pain syndrome (CRPS) is a multifactorial disorder with clinical features of neurogenic inflammation (swelling in the peripheral nervous system) that causes hypersensitivity to pain or severe allodynia. Associated manifestations include blood flow problems, swelling, skin discoloration, and maladaptive neuroplasticity due to vasomotor disorders ([@A25926R1]-[@A25926R3]).

Reflex sympathetic dystrophy (RSD) has two semi-inflammatory warm and cold phases. In the warm phase, initial changes in tissue are caused by a microcircular disorder; followed by the cold phase wherein the tissue undergoes secondary developmental changes. RSD is a pain syndrome caused by sensory and motor disorders from an unknown etiology and can have a wide range of manifestations in the affected organs. RSD is typically a self-limiting syndrome but may recur in other joints ([@A25926R1], [@A25926R4]). Patients with major trauma are prone to homeostasis leading to inflammatory response syndrome and multiple organ distress syndrome. Systemic inflammatory response is an exaggerated inflammatory reaction to events such as trauma, burns, or severe infections. These processes appear to be mediated by host-derived inflammatory mediators. The international association of pain study (IASP) has divided CRPS into two subtypes ([@A25926R5]).

Type I, is also known as RSD, Sudeck's atrophy, reflex neurovascular dystrophy (RND), or algoneurodystrophy. There is no proven neurological lesion associated with this type. Most cases of CRPS fall into this category, and the literature also mainly refers to type 1 RSD.

Type II, also known as causalgia, is definitely associated with neural injury. CRPS II is more painful and difficult to control ([@A25926R6]). In type II, the cause of nerve damage is known or obvious, although the causal mechanism remains unknown, as is in type I.Some retrospective studies have reported a low prevalence of RSD of about 6% ([@A25926R7], [@A25926R8]). In contrast, prospective studies have reported RSD prevalence as high as 40% ([@A25926R9], [@A25926R10]). Several studies have investigated the etiology of this condition, but the cause remains unknown. The role of associated factors such as the limb immobilization technique and genetics has been reported in the development of this complication, but, so far, there is no information regarding the effect of trauma severity on the risk of RSD occurrence.

2. Objectives {#sec145814}
=============

Given the importance of diagnosing and treating this condition, we aimed to study the effect of trauma severity on the prevalence of RSD.

3. Patients and Methods {#sec145815}
=======================

In this cross-sectional study, we recruited patients with distal tibial fracture at the Rasht Poursina hospital from 2010 to 2013, after screening them for inclusion and exclusion criteria.

The inclusion criteria were age over 18 years, operated by a surgeon with at least 5 years' experience in orthopedic surgery and normal levels of anxiety and depression. The exclusion criteria included associated fractures, underlying musculoskeletal diseases and mental and cognitive problems.

To assess the severity of the initial injury in patients, the Hannover fracture scale 98 (HFS98) scoring checklist was used ([@A25926R10]). This checklist includes the following eight items:

1- Extent of bone loss

2- Skin injury as a percentage of limb circumference

3- Muscle injury as a percentage of limb circumference

4- Wound contamination

5- Deperiostation

6- Local circulation

7- Systolic blood pressure (systemic circulation)

8- Neurological findings

The total score for these items can range from 0 to 22 based on the severity. Higher scores indicate greater injury severity; amputation is recommended for scores higher than 11. Patients whose severity of trauma was not high to indicate amputation but had undergone surgery, were asked to fill the Spielberger and Beck's anxiety and depression inventory 24 hours after surgery after obtaining consent. Patients with normal levels of anxiety and depression were clinically examined for RSD during the second and sixth weeks and at 3 and 6 months.

The diagnosis of CRPS I or RSD was performed according to the IASP criterion. In brief, the criterion include the following parameters: presence of pain away from the surgical site, which is checked by applying comparative pressure on two organs; and presence of two of these three symptoms, nocturnal pain resulting in insomnia, local or regional inflammatory symptoms, and radiological symptoms suggestive of RSD (spotty osteoporotic demineralization).

Demographic data, HSF98 scores indicating injury severity, and information on the prevalence of RSD were analyzed using SPSS 20.0.

Kolmogorov Smirnov test was used for determining the normality. When the distribution was found to be abnormal, Mann Whitney U test was used for non-parametric data analysis. To compare the qualitative variables, chi square test was used. P \< 0.05 was considered significant.

4. Results {#sec145816}
==========

The study population comprised 488 patients with distal tibial fractures, including 292 (59.83%) male and 196 (40.17%) female. The mean age of the patients was 44 ± 9.82 years. Regarding the cause of fractures, 139 (28.48%) fractures were due to a car accident, 162 (33.19%) due to a motorcycle accident, 86 (17.62%) due to a pedestrian-vehicle accident, and 101 (20.69%) fractures were due to falling from heights. During the 6-month follow-up period, RSD occurred in 45 patients, of whom 28 (62.22%) were female and 17 (37.77%) were male, showing a significant difference in the prevalence of RSD in terms of gender (P = 0.00; chi square test). The mean total HFS98 score in patients without and with RSD was 3.081 ± 4.083 and 4.080 ± 4.622, respectively; the difference was not statistically significant (P = 0.363; Mann Whitney U test). Analysis of the eight items of HFS98 showed that local circulation in patients with RSD was significantly higher than that in patients without RDS (0.683 ± 0.822 vs. 0.528 ± 0.629, respectively). The other seven items did not show significant differences on Mann Whitney U test. Furthermore, the odds ratio for RSD was 0.771 (95% confidence interval \[CI\]: 0.387 - 1.537) in patients with HFS95 score \> 0, and was 0.843 (95% CI: 0.455 - 1.559) in patients with a higher injury severity score than the calculated mean score in patients without RSD (\> 4.083).

5. Discussion {#sec145817}
=============

The RSD prevalence in our study was almost similar to that reported previously ([@A25926R1]-[@A25926R6]). The greater prevalence of RSD in the female population, about two folds, when compared with the male population was also consistent with previous similar studies ([@A25926R4]-[@A25926R6], [@A25926R8]). Several studies have investigated the factors predisposing patients to the development of RSD. However, no study has evaluated the severity of the initial injury and its relationship with the prevalence of RSD ([@A25926R7], [@A25926R9], [@A25926R10]). Our analyses showed no significant relationship between the severity of injury and the risk of RSD occurrence, although the mean injury severity score was higher in patients with RSD than in those without RSD in this study population. The lower score of local circulation in patients with RSD than in those without RSD is notable and statistically significant, and can be attributed to changes in antioxidant levels at the injury site, which is one of the main mechanisms for the onset of RSD ([@A25926R11], [@A25926R12]). Wound contamination was also justifiably higher in patients with RSD, although the difference was not statistically significant. Even this finding can be attributed to the disease physiopathology based on the effects of oxidants present at the site of injury, but according to this theory, higher severity of injury should result in higher prevalence of RSD by producing higher levels of free radicals and oxidants at the site of injury. However, the study results showed no relationship between the mean injury severity score and prevalence of RSD. Statistical analysis also showed no significant difference in the probability of RSD between patients with a minimal injury HFS98 score (0) and those with scores higher than 0. Furthermore, there was no statistically significant difference in the probability of RSD in patients with injury severity score greater than the mean score obtained in patients without RSD (HFS98 score = 4.083). As the prevalence of this complication is multifactorial, the lack of correlation between the severity of injury and RSD occurrence can be explained. Many studies have proposed theories other than the oxidant theory, ([@A25926R13]-[@A25926R15]) and it seems the etiology of RSD cannot be completely justified by the oxidant theory. Some studies have considered the effects of genetic differences among people in the prevalence of this condition. Thus, on the basis of the results of this study, the severity of injury alone cannot be a determining factor in predicting the probability of RSD.
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